The paper studied on the pricing policy under positive externalities, focusing on the Chinese public utilities products. After analysis, referred to the models of Yang J [1] and Sundararajan [2], they focused on positive externality network products' customizing bundled pricing. What the difference is, they focused on network products, researching on the bundled pricing model under positive externality. This paper, however, is facing public utilities products, and the customized product bundling pricing models under positive externalities are given. In addition, it discusses the optimal-realizable-customized-bundling-pricing contracts for the monopoly companies under the situation of positive externalities existing.
Introduction
Under asymmetric information, the pollution-releasing enterprises will hide pollution-controlling information, which is a principal-agent problem of adverse selection; relevant literatures gave out the negative externality controlling models-outsourcing, rewards, motivation, and supervision mechanisms [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Though the negative externality is the focus of management, the authorities must realize that, the existing positive externality makes the producing of public utility products lacking initiative, further makes social benefits and enterprise benefits not consistent to each other. The problem may impact resources configuration of society also. So, positive externality controlling is the pressing issue that authorities must consider.
( )
, , , , , U n k k Q p k W n k k Q p k = − (1) here, ( ) n k is the similar utilities products in quantity that are purchased by consumers in its bundles. Q is the total amount that consumers consumed in utility products bundles/total consumption. ( ) p k is the price corresponding to the utilities bundle which Contains ( ) n k products, and
, , W n k k Q is the total utility gained by consumers purchasing the bundles.
If now considering utility products' positive externalities of usage or consumption, when 0 Q = , ( ) ( )
indicates the intrinsic value of the bundle that a consumer of type k obtained after buying the bundle consisting of ( ) n k utility products, equivalent to the utility that only one person gained of purchasing. Introduced the modification form of the consumer utility functions of Chuang and Sirbu (1999) [17] to characterize, 
For convenience, use subscripts to indicate the subscript's corresponding variables or parameters' derivatives or partial derivatives [16] . For example, to get
, , W n k k Q first-order and second-order derivative, and about k and Q's mixed partial derivatives are represented as 1) The marginal utility of public utility products in the bundle diminishes, and the gross utility of consuming same bundle increases depending on the type of the bindles, and satisfy the Spence-Mirrlees single crossing conditions.
2) Let
, M k Q is the finite positive number and unique. Let ( ) ( )
W n k k Q > ; and let
W n k k Q < . The consumer has a spending limit
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and makes him gaining the most utility, and that exceeds the upper limit to make the consumer withstanding negative marginal utility.
3)
dicates consumers' total utility will increase according to the total consumption Q of the product on the public utility product market, reflecting the positive externality; while the marginal utility of consumption and types are increased also according to Q.
d) The purchasing volume of the limited maximum utility products. Let 
Rationality is common knowledge; and the consumer knows his type. Due to information asymmetry, monopoly enterprise only observed the distribution of consumer types. For not losing generality, generate the total number of consumers in the market as a whole to 1.
Contracts under Positive Externalities
When there is a positive externality, because consumers' expectation may different to the total consumption of ultimately utilities products, which is likely to result in consumers' expectations to be non-rational; and even all consumers were formed the same expectations, but it is still possible that the actual total consumption is inconsistent with the expected one. Positive externalities of classical literature assume that consumers and monopolies can accurately predict the total actual final consumption, in order to reveal the positive externality's effect on the behavior of consumers and businesses. Therefore, this paper, using the ideology of Economides [18] proposed "macro-analysis method" to characterize positive externalities, namely consumers and monopolies' expectations to total consumption can be fulfilled-expectations. Even now, there is necessary to distinguish the following types of contracts to reflect differences and relations between the realizable expectations with non-realizable expectations, laying the Foundation for the following analysis. To facilitate the definition and comparison, assuming consumers are now fully involved in the purchase of utility products. Similar to Sundararajan [2] to define three types of contracts: 
2) p s Q − Optimal customized bundled contracts-assuming monopoly enterprises and consumers were formed the same total consumption expectation, for any given utility product's gross consumption expectation Q, when p s Q − feasible customized bundle contract 
Then,
Based on the revised method of Economides [18] -"positive externalities"-"macro-analysis method", the optimal bundle pricing policy that monopoly enterprises want to develop is actually an p s Q − optimal realizable expected contract.
Monopoly Bundling Pricing Policies

Basic Customized Bundle Contracts under No Positive Externality
When there is a positive externality for using the utility products, the optimal customized bundle contract established by the monopoly is equivalent to an Q-optimal realizable expected contract whereas 
To the research of Yang J et al. [1] on product customized bundled pricing, at which point the consumer utility function just additionally times a constant o s , and therefore can directly develop the conditions of corresponding optimal utility product customized bundle pricing contract and whereof itself. This can be represented by lemma 1:
Lemma 1 when there is no positive externality of product using, i.e. 
All consumers now are involved in purchasing products and the optimal customized bundle contract of monopoly could only be drawn are as follows:
Monopoly's corresponding optimal profit is ( )
Equation (9) shows that all consumers do not realize the optimal consumption under monopolies' optimal-incentive-compatible-customized-bundle-pricing-strategy, that is,
Optimal Realizable Expected Contracts under Positive Externalities
When there are positive externalities of using utility products, different types of 
Among them, For developing monopolies' optimal realizable expected customized bundle contracts we introduce the actual total consumption function ( )
Among them, ( ) , n k Q is the only optimal bundle of Q-optimal customized bundle contract corresponding to expected total consumption Q of utilities product. For closing to the actual situation of the consumer's consuming public utilities products, let Q be a finite non negative, its upper bound is max Q , and 
tablished, and the only optimal realizable expected customized bundle contract that monopoly enterprises can make while existing positive externalities in the product usage: 
Now the total consumption of the realizable expected public utilities products is:
At the same time, optimal realizable expected customized bundle contract has the following natures-( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
As there is a positive correlation among-consumers' gained value under positive externality, the utilities product customized bundle intrinsic value he gained, and realizable expected total consumption, positive externality will not only enhance the consumers' willingness to pay, but also through positive effect of the total consumption toward gross utility of consumer to promote the purchase. This makes the monopoly enterprises who want to achieve maximum profits-enhancing a full range of quantity-price pair for each item in the menu while formulating its optimal realizable expected customized bundle contract, to get more consumer surplus. a monopoly's realizable expected customized bundle contract adjustment under positive externalities is shown in Figure 1 .
With monopolies' full-range enhancing of optimal number of quantity-price pair menu, economics instinct tells monopoly's profits must be increased accordingly as well, so getting monopoly's corresponding optimal profit ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Experience Data
The products' customized bundle optimal pricing policies that the paper studies--mixing customized bundle contract pricing is not purely a logic optimal strategy of economic theory, in today's rapidly evolving information on the Internet economy, there are many companies adopting the pricing strategies in information merchandise sales. Therefore, for example of information goods in Europe and America, the paper gives their empirical data concerning positive externalities product customized bundle pricing. Due to there is a regional disparity in network economic development, developed countries especially in Europe and America, their online companies that sell information goods will more frequently and earlier use this policy than Chinese companies. For example, the famous online song sales site MusicMaker allows users choosing their own favorite songs from their own database of 30,000 different songs, to form a self cus- Clearly, the Reuters news service from viewpoint of industry has also seemed to be the classic mix of customized bundle. More unexpected is that Pointcast network newsvendors who in cooperation with Reuters has also proceeded on customized bundle advertising. Because a considerable portion of the users only want to tap the advertising content that they care about, in response to this market demand, Pointcast provides users with two options: one is the purchase of all recently provided advertisings; another is self choice of advertising type and quantity, so that Pointcast form customized advertising packages for users.
Of course, in order to sell advertising-which is such information timeliness and strong commodity-as soon as possible, Pointcast's bundled pricing of all advertising are not too high, thereby also attracts a lot of users to make a purchase, so that Pointcast's ad sales also uses the mixed bundling contract pricing policies.
Conclusions
The paper introduced consumer utility function in order to portray utility features while consumers customized buying utility products bundles. Improved traditional value modeling methods to enable value depends not only on the total consumption of the product but also on the total utility consumption that different types of consumers gained when consuming products. Through a combination of classical contract theory, realizable expected analysis method of externalities and so on, the focus of this article examines that-when there are positive externalities-monopoly's utilities product bundle pricing policies, to serve Journal of Human Resource and Sustainability Studies as the reference for China's public utilities enterprises' pricing policy. Price relates to the economic interests of enterprises, which is important issue that all profit-oriented production enterprises must pay attention to. With the pervasiveness of market economic system, utility product manufacturing enterprises and the like have positive externalities enterprises (such as electricity, public transport, horticulture, such as telecoms and portals); authorities must take into account the question of how to motivate, so as to effectively control the positive externalities of its products. So the product pricing of utilities enterprise and the like-are the entry points of solving management authorities' positive externalities controlling. Product bundle pricing policies posed by this paper, have the potential to offer references to effectively stimulate to positive externalities generated enterprise for the authorities.
